
The Terrestrial Coordinate System, the coordinate system that we use to locate places on Earth is the 
terrestrial system.  

The coordinates in the terrestrial system are latitude and longitude. Latitude is measured in degrees 
North or South of the equator. Longitude is measured in degrees East or West of the Prime Meridian or 
Greenwich Meridian (they are the same thing).  

The Prime Meridian passes through the old Royal Astronomical Observatory (now a museum) at 
Greenwich, England which is very close to London. 

Special points and lines in the terrestrial system are the: 

- Equator (0' latitude) 

- North and South Poles (90' latitude N or S) 

- Greenwich Meridian (0' longitude E or W) 

Using the coordinates Latitude and Longitude, is the most convenient method of locating your current 
position on the earth in this lesson we are using a plotting chart (sheet) as a representation of the earth 
surface. The mist common source of this type of information are the electronic navigational system of 
the ship such GPS, ECDIS, E-LORAN and others. The given procedures below will guide you how to 
locate your position using the coordinate Latitude and Longitude. 

 

 EXERCISE 0 – Locating position using Latitude and Longitude coordinates  

FUNCTION: Navigation at the Operational Level 

Competence: Plan and conduct a passage and determine position 

KUP: Ability to determines ship position 

Exercise Objectives: Using the scenario below, YOU should be able to Plot your Position at 
1000H, following the standard procedure given below: 

SCENARIO: You ship is in the vicinity of Trebor Island, on course 005°T, 20 kts., at exactly 
1000H, your GPS coordinate shows the following information: Latitude 31° 45’N and Longitude is 
023° 55’E. Plot your FIX on the Plotting sheet.

Equipment: Plotting Sheet 001, Plotting instruments and Plotting Table 

Location: Navigational Room or appropriate room. 

Steps Procedure 

Start Use Plotting Sheet 001 apendix 1of this course notes, and spread it on the plotting table 

1 On the latitude scale (left or right side scale) of the chart locate the Latitude 31° 45’N and 
form that point, draw a horizontal line (shown on figure REV-1 number 1) 

2  Using your P. ruler or triangle, draw a horizontal line from the scale going right. 

3 
On the longitude scale (upper or lower scale) chart locate longitude 23° 55’E and from that 
point draw a vertical line until it reaches the horizontal line. (shown on figure REV-1 
number 2) 

4 Insert circle and a dot at the intersection of the line and label it Fix 100H below, this is you 
fix. shown on figure REV-1 number 3) 

5 Draw a line at the edge of your triangle form Camayabsan Lt. to you. (figure 1.5)  
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6  The line you draw is your Line of Positon, insert an arrow head towards you at the end of 
the LOP and it label it as LOP at 0600°  

NOTE: Check your work using the Performance Criteria REVIEW EXERCISE 001, below. 

 

 

 



DID 
YOU?  

 Use Plotting Sheet 001 from your resources and spread it on the 
plotting table. 

  

1 Locate the Latitude 31° 45’N and form that point, draw a horizontal line    

2 Locate longitude 23° 55’E and from that point draw a vertical line until it 
reaches the horizontal line. 

  

3 Insert circle and a dot at the intersection of the lines and label it Fix 100H 
below. 

  

NOTE: If you have a NO answer, review an repeat the procedure until you have mastered it. Do the 
Task REVIEW EXERCISE 001  in your Workbook. 

 TOPIC 2 
Review on how to lay down (draw) your course line  and Speed

In the previous review lesson, you have already marked you Fix at 1000H. Now you will review how 
to lay-down (draw) your given course or course line which is 005°T and your speed of 20 kts. 
(meaning 20 miles per hour) 
The given procedures below will guide you how to lay-down or plot (draw) your given course line 
and speed. 

EXERCISE 1 – Laying-down Course line and Speed  on the chart 

FUNCTION: Navigation at the Operational Level 

Competence: Plan and conduct a passage and determine position 

KUP: Ability to determines ship position 

Exercise Objectives: Using the scenario below, YOU should be able to lay-down or plot (draw) 
your course line and speed, following the standard procedure given below: 

SCENARIO: You ship is in the vicinity of Trebor Island, on course 005°T, 20 kts., and already 
marked your fixed at 1000H. Using the given Course and speed lay-down your course line 
including length on the Plotting sheet. 

Equipment: Plotting Sheet 002, Plotting instruments and Plotting Table 

Location: Navigational Room or appropriate room. 

Steps Procedure 

START   Using the Plotting Sheet 

1 Place your parallel ruler or triangle on the compass rose starting from the center and on 
the direction or your course 005°T (shown on figure REV-2 number 1) 

2 Run your parallel ruler or triangle towards your marked fix at 1000H, until it touches the 
dot (at the center of the circle). (shown on figure REV-2 number 2) 

3 From the dot, draw a line about approximately same length as your speed going up on 
the direction of 005°T and insert an arrow at the end of the line 

4 Use your compass divider, place one on latitude 32°N and the other leg 20 miles 32° 
20’N 

5 Without changing the spread of the divider place one leg at fix 1000H and the other leg 
on you course line and mark it with a pencil and erase the excess line.  
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6 Label “C-005°T” above the line and  20’ (knots) under the course line. 

END The line from your fix at 1000H is your course line. 

NOTE: Check your work using the Performance Criteria REVIEW EXERCISE 002, and write your 
refection based on what you have learn in your review exercises 001 & 002. 

 

Performance Criteria REVIEW EXERCISE 002 

How to lay down or plot (draw) your course line and speed 

STEPS Procedure YES NO 

DID 
YOU?  You use the completed Plotting  sheet  001   

1 Place your parallel ruler or triangle on the compass rose starting from the 
center and on the direction or your course 005°T  

  



2 Run your parallel ruler or triangle towards your marked fix at 1000H, until 
it touches the dot 

  

3 Draw a line from the dot, about approximately same length as your speed 
going up on the direction of 005°T and insert an arrow at the end of the line 

  

 

4 Used your compass divider, place one on latitude 32°N and the other leg 20 
miles 32° 20’N 

  

5 Place one leg of the divider at fix 1000H and the other leg on you course 
line and mark it with a pencil and erase the excess line. 

  

6 Label “C-005°T” above the line and  20’ (knots) under the course line.   

NOTE: If you have a NO answer, review an repeat the procedure until you have mastered it. Do 
the Task REVIEW EXERCISE 1 and Task REVIEW EXERCISE 0 & 1 in your Workbook. 

Write your Reflection below: 

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

TOPIC 3  

Position and Position lines 

 

Plotting Positon line 

Plotting position line is the first step to find your position and you will need at least a plotting sheet 
and will require the following data: 

1. Object and its location 
2. The bearing of the object 



3. A parallel ruler or a pair of triangle (I suggest that you use 45X90 and 30X60 medium 
triangles as parallel rulers are expensive but easy to use on a nautical chart). 

This exercise below will guide you how to plot Line of Position: 

EXERCISE 2 – Plotting Line of Position  

FUNCTION: Navigation at the Operational Level 

Competence: Plan and conduct a passage and determine position 

KUP: Ability to determines ship position 

Exercise Objectives: Using your plotting sheet 003 and data below, YOU should be able to Plot a 
Position line following the standard procedure given below: 

Data:  Object and Location= Camayabsan Pt.    Bearing 260°T  

Equipment: Plotting Sheet 003, Plotting instruments and Plotting Table 

Location: Navigational Room or appropriate room. 

Steps Procedure 

1 Detach Plotting Sheet 003 appendix 3 of this course notes, and spread it on the plotting table. 

2 Locate the Camayabsan Lt. and the compass rose (figure 3.2) 

3 Place the edge of your triangle or parallel ruler at the center of the compass and the given 
bearing of the object. (figure 3.3) 

4 Without changing the position of the triangle, Run it in the directions of the object until it 
reach Camayabsan Pt. (Figure 3.4) 

5 Draw a line at the edge of your triangle form Camayabsan Lt. to you. (figure 3.5  

6  The line you draw is your Line of Positon, insert an arrow head towards you at the end of 
the LOP and it label it as LOP at 0600°  

Instructions 

1. Follow the Step by Step/Procedure and Sample of plotting LOP shown on figure 3, I 
recommend to study it before you will use a Plotting Sheet.  

2. After mastering the procedure in plotting Line of Position (LOP). Do Task NAV3001, 
       in your WORKBOOK 

.  
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You may determine the position of your ship by many methods. The line of position is common to all 
methods. Although a single visual observation can provide a line of position, it does not establish a 
position. You are located somewhere along this LOP. If an LOP is obtained by magnetic compass, the 
compass bearing must be corrected to true degrees by apply variation and deviation for the compass 
heading at the time the bearing was obtained. 

Write your personal notes below: 

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 



Plotting Position 
THE FIX 

In your previous exercises, you plot your Line of Position, as defined in your previous lesson, LOP or 
line of position, is a line where the position of your ship can be found. Therefore, if you can have two 
Line of Position taken simultaneously from different objects at an angle that both LOP will cross each 
other, you can have a fix. 

The fix is the current position of your ship at the time of observation, and if it taken using to LOP’s 
that cross each other it is called Fix by cross bearing or fix position using simultaneous cross bearings. 

This exercise will guide you in plotting the fix position of you ship given the a to bearings taken 
simultaneously. . 

EXERCISE 3 – Plotting Fix using simultaneous cross bearings. 

FUNCTION: Navigation at the Operational Level 

Competence: Plan and conduct a passage and determine position 

KUP: Ability to determines ship position 

Exercise Objectives: Using your plotting sheet 004 and data below, YOU should be able to Plot a 
your fix positon following the standard procedure given below: 

Data:  At 0600H Camayabsan Pt. is bearing 260°T and Bongalon Lt. is bearing 200°T Plot using 
Plotting sheet 004 plot your FIX. 

Equipment: Plotting Sheet 004, Plotting instruments and Plotting Table 

Location: Navigational Room or appropriate room. 

Steps Procedure 

1 Detach Plotting Sheet 004 appendix 4 of this course notes and spread it on the plotting table. 

2 Plot LOP of Camayabsan Lt. (figure 4.2) 

3 Plot LOP of Bongalon Lt.  (figure 4.3) 

4 At the intersection of the two LOP’s, insert a circle with a dot inside. (figure 4.4) 

5 Label below the circle or as appropriate with FIX 0600H and delete the rest of the line 
(figure 4.5) 

 

Instructions 

1. Follow the Step by step by step sample shown in figure 2 on the next page, I recommend to study it 
before you will use a Plotting Sheet and make your exercise.  

2. After mastering the procedure in Plotting Fix using simultaneous cross bearings, answer exercise 2 
to 3 given PS 001B but do not erase the previous FIX. 

 



 
 

Remember a single line of bearing gives you a LOP. Your ship is somewhere along that LOP. You also 
know that you cannot accurately fix your position by a single LOP. You must plot two (2) or more 
intersecting LOP’s to obtain a Cross Bearing Fix, this will be discussed on you next lesson, but before 
you continue her are some important point you should always take into account. The greater number of 
lines of position intersecting at the same point the greater the confidence in the fix.  

For a fix to be most accurate, LOP’s must be derived from simultaneous observations. In the normal 
practice of navigation, you may take two (2) or more bearings, one after the other, and these are 
considered to meet accuracy requirements. 

FiƎǳǊŜ пΦ2 LOP of Camayabsan Lt. at 

0600H; 
Figure п.3 Your LOP at Camayabsan 
& your LOP at Bongalon Lt. cross 
(cross bearing)

 Figure п.4 Your fix position at 
 

0600H, at “the dot inside the circle”
and erase lines until it likes frame 5 
 
Figure п.5 Your actual fix, after 
cleaning the LOP’s final fix. 

NOTE: Use the Performance Criteria 

Exercise NAV3002 to evaluate you 

work. 
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Performance Criteria Exercise NAV3002 

Plotting Fix using simultaneous cross bearings 

STEPS Procedure YES NO 

DID 
YOU?  

Detach Plotting Sheet 004 aappendix 1 of your course notes and spread 
 it on the plotting table. 

  

1 Plot LOP of Camayabsan Lt.   

2 Plot LOP of Bongalon Lt.    

3 Insert a circle with a dot at the intersection of the two LOP’s.   

4 Label below the circle or as appropriate with FIX 0600H and delete the rest 
of the line 

  

5 Get a coordinates of Latitude 32°09’N, and Longitude 023° 59’E   

NOTE: If you have a NO answer, review an repeat the procedure until you have mastered it. Do the 
Task NAV3002 (Formative Assessment) in your Workbook. 

 

Write your reflection below 

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 



The Position Circle 
POSITION CIRCLE 

As define in your previous lessons, as a position line that can be form, when distance to a certain object 
(Example a Radar Distance) is use instead of bearing, it is done using a compass divider instead of 
Parallel ruler or a pair of triangle. 

A position circle is a circle that can be measured both from a chart and from the surface of the earth for 
the purpose of position fixing. The circles can be measured by sextant but on this lesson, you will only 
be introduced on how to use position circle to obtain a FIX as two overlapping position circles can be 
used to give a position fix, just like two LOP’s crossing each other can also determine your ship positon 
or an observer’s position. 

EXERCISE 4 – Plotting Position Circle 

FUNCTION: Navigation at the Operational Level 

Competence: Plan and conduct a passage and determine position 

KUP: Ability to determines ship position 

Exercise Objectives: Using your plotting chart 001C and data below, YOU should be able to Plot a 
position following the standard procedure given below: 

Data:  At 0600H SW Pt. is 7 miles as per radar distance. 

Equipment: Plotting Sheet 005 Plotting instruments and Plotting Table 

Location: Navigational Room or appropriate room. 

Steps Procedure 

start Detach Plotting Sheet 005 appendix 5 of this course notes and spread it on the plotting table. 

1 Using a compass divider place the one leg on latitude 32° on the nearest latitude scale and 
using the other leg, measure the given radar distance which is 7 miles (see figure 3.1) 

2 Without changing the spread of the compass divider, place one of the leg on the SW point 
of the island, and make a circle using the other leg (see figure 3.2) 

end The circle for is you position circle, your ship is somewhere on that circle. 

FIGURE 5 
It is assumed that your ship’s position at the 
time of the observation is somewhere on that 
circle. In the next exercise you will be guided 
on how to use the position circle to plot and 
determine your FIX.  

If using two LOP’s that cross each other can 
determine a FIX, using two position circle can 
also be used to determine your FIX here’s how 
(See procedure on the next page). 
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Plot and Determine position using Position Circle 

EXERCISE 5 – Plotting and Determining position using Position Circle 

FUNCTION: Navigation at the Operational Level 

Competence: Plan and conduct a passage and determine position 

KUP: Ability to determines ship position 

Exercise Objectives: Using your plotting sheet 006. YOU should be able to Plot a fix 
and determine positon using a position circle: 

Data:  At 0600H SW Pt. distance is 7miles and NW Pt. distance is also 7, plot your FIX and using 
position circles locate your FIX and determine the coordinates (Latitude and Longitude) 

Equipment: Plotting Sheet 006, Plotting instruments and Plotting Table 

Location: Navigational Room or appropriate room. 

Steps Procedure 

start Detache plotting Sheet 006 appendix 6 of this course notes and spread it on the plotting table. 

1 Using your compass divider, on the latitude scale, place one leg on Lat. 32°10’N (or any 
place of the latitude scale) count 7 miles going up or down. (shown in figure 6.1) 

2 Plot the position circle of SW Lt. which has a radar distance of 7 miles. (6.1 & 2) 

3 Plot the positon circle of NW light which has a distance of 7 miles (6.1 & 3) 

4 
Insert a dot at the intersection of the two circle and label FIX below. (this is your current 
fix at the time of the observation). Extract the coordinates (latitude & longitude) of your 
current position at the time of the observation, in this case 0600H. (6.4) 

end Remember your fix is point, where the two circles cross each other 

NOTE: Use the Performance Criteria Exercise NAV3004, below to check your work. 

FIGURE 6 

 
The position circle method can only be use if the distance in known prior to the observation. The most 
common distance information, use this method is an electronic distance that is taken from a 
RADAR/ARPA or in modern navigational instruments the Electronic Display Information 
System(ECDIS) 



Performance Criteria Exercise NAV3004 

Plotting and Determining position using Position Circle 

STEPS Procedure YES NO 

DID 
YOU? Detached plotting Sheet 006 and spread it on the plotting table.   

1 Plot the position circle of SW Lt. which has a radar distance of 7 miles.   

2 Plot the positon circle of Southern light which has a distance of 8 miles   

3 Insert a dot at the intersection of the two circle and label FIX below.   

4 Extracted Latitude 32° 04’N   

5  Extracted Longitude 023° 36.5’E   

NOTE: If you have a NO answer, review an repeat the procedure until you have mastered it. Then 
Do TASK NAV3004 (Formative Assessment) on your workbook. 

 

Write your reflection below 

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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THE DEAD RECKONING POSITION 

 

Dead reckoning as define in your previous lessons is the process of calculating one's position, 
especially at sea, by estimating the direction and time distance traveled or it is a process of 
determining one’s present position by projecting course(s) and speed(s) from a known past 
position. 

Dead reckoning can also be use in predicting a future position by projecting course(s) and 
speed(s) from a known present position. If you use this method in finding your position always 
remember that: 

1. Dead reckoning or DR position is only an approximate position as, it does not allow for 
the effect of leeway, current, helmsman error, or compass error’ 

2. You can only use this method if you have a known position and you don’t any other 
reference of determining your position. 

Drawing a Dead Reckoning Plot 

Draw a new course line whenever restarting the DR. Extend the course line from a fix in the direction 
of the ordered course. Above the course line place, a capital C followed by the ordered course in degrees 
true. Below the course line, place a capital S followed by the speed in knots. Label course lines and 
fixes immediately after plotting them because, officer or navigator can easily misinterpret an unlabeled 
line or position. 

Enclose a fix from two or more Lines of Position (LOP’s) by a small circle and label it with the time to 
the nearest minute, written horizontally. Mark a DR position with a semicircle and the time, written 
diagonally. Mark an estimated position (EP) by a small square and the time, written horizontally. 

Express the time using four digits without punctuation, using either zone time or Greenwich Mean Time 
(GMT), according to procedure. Label the plot neatly and clearly. 

Figure 7 below illustrates this process.  

The navigator plots and labels the fix at 0800.The conning officer orders a course of 095°T and as peed 
of 15knots.The navigator extends the course line from the 0800 fix in a direction of 095°T. He calculates 
that in that point on the course line with a semicircle. He labels this DR with the time. Note that, by 
convention, he labels the fix time horizontally and the DR time diagonally. 

 

 



The rules of dead reckoning 
Plotting the DR 

Plot the vessel’s DR position: 

1. At least every hour on the hour. 

2. after every change of course or speed. 

3. after every fix or running fix. 

4. After plotting a single line of position. 

 

EXERCISE 6 – Plotting & Determining position by Dead Reckoning Method 

FUNCTION: Navigation at the Operational Level 

Competence: Plan and conduct a passage and determine position 

KUP: Ability to determines ship position 

Exercise Objectives: Using your plotting sheet 007 and the scenario below, YOU should be able 
to Plot a fix and determine positon at 1000hrs using Dead Reckoning method: 

Scenario:  

Equipment: Plotting Sheet 007 Plotting instruments and Plotting Table 
Location: Navigational Room or appropriate room. 

Steps Procedure 

start    Detach plotting Sheet 007, appendix 7 of this course notes and spread it on the plotting table. 

1 Plot the last known position of your ship at Latitude 31°44’N and Longitude 24°35’E. and 
mark it with a circle and a dot and label it Fix 0800H. see figure (7.1) 

2 Using your parallel ruler or pair of triangle, place one side on the center of the compass 
rose in the direction of the given course (345°T). see (figure 7.2) 

3 Run your parallel ruler or the pair of triangle until it touches the dot of your last fix. (see 
figure 7.3) this is your course line. 

4 Draw a line from the dot going up until it reaches the edge of the plotting sheet. (see figure 
7.4) this is your course line. 

5 Using your compass divider, on the latitude scale, measure a distance equal to the given 
distance (20’) as the (shown in figure 7.5) 

6 Without changing the spread of the divider, place one leg of your divider on the dot of your 
last known fix and other leg on the course line, & mark is with a dot. (see figure 7.6) 

7 Insert a half circle above the dot. (this is your DR position at 0900H. label it with DR fix 
0900H below. (see figure 7.7) 

end Remember your DR point, is at the dot and the half circle is the symbol for DR fix. 

NOTE: Use the Performance Criteria Exercise NAV3005, below to check your work. 
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Performance Criteria Exercise NAV3005 

Plotting and Determining position by Dead Reckoning Method

STEPS Procedure YES NO 

DID 
YOU? Detached plotting Sheet  007 and spread it on the plotting table.   

1 Plot the last known position of your ship at Latitude 31°44’N and Longitude 
24°35’E. and mark it with a circle and a dot and label it Fix 0800H. 

  

2 Used your parallel ruler or pair of triangle, place one side on the center of 
the compass rose in the direction of the given course (345°T). 

  

3 Run your parallel ruler or the pair of triangle until it touches the dot of your 
last fix.  

  

4 Draw a line from the dot going up until it reaches the edge of the plotting 
sheet. 

  

5  Used your compass divider, on the latitude scale, measure a distance equal 
to the given distance (20’). 

  

6 Placed one leg of your divider on the dot of your last known fix and other 
leg on the course line and mark is with a dot. 

  

7 Insert a half circle above the dot. (this is your DR position at 0900H. label it 
with DR fix 0900H. 

  

NOTE: If you have a NO answer, review an repeat the procedure until you have mastered it. Then 
Do TASK NAV3005 (Formative Assessment) on your workbook. 

 

Guidelines for Dead Reckoning  

Write your reflection below: 

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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